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Partial photoionization cross sections and photoelectron angular distributions
for double excitations up to the N55 threshold in helium
A. Menzel,* S. P. Frigo,† S. B. Whitfield,‡ and C. D. Caldwell
Department of Physics, University of Central Florida, Orlando, Florida 32816-2385
M. O. Krause
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831-6201
~Received 12 January 1996!
Partial photoionization cross sections sn and photoelectron angular distributions bn were measured for all
possible final ionic states He1(n) in the region of the double excitations N(K ,T)A up to the N55 threshold.
At a photon energy bandpass of 12 meV below the thresholds N53,4, and 5, this level of differentiation offers
the most critical assessment of the dynamics of the two-electron excitations to date. The experimental data are
very well described by the most advanced theoretical calculations. Weaker double-excitation series with
K5N24 are clearly visible in the bn data, and even previously unobserved extremely weak series members
with A521 can be discerned, showing the high sensitivity of the angular resolved measurements. The shapes
of the resonance-induced variations of sn or bn in the double excitations below a given threshold N change
radically depending on the final ionic state n but display striking similarities when comparing the satellite
states with n5N21 and n5N22 below each threshold N . These systematic patterns may indicate a general
rule for the underlying two-electron dynamics. @S1050-2947~96!02009-4#
PACS number~s!: 32.80.Dz, 32.80.Fb
I. INTRODUCTION
The double excitations of helium offer an ideal case for
investigating electron-electron correlations. On the one hand,
the corresponding absorption spectra, first observed by Mad-
den and Codling, @1# show very strong electron-electron cor-
relations @2#; on the other hand, helium represents a proto-
type three-body system, making it a benchmark for the study
of three-body dynamics. In recent years, the development of
high-resolution monochromators at synchrotron radiation
sources and refined calculational methods have led to sub-
stantial advances in experiment @3–5# and theory @5–22#.
However, high-resolution work has remained restricted to
total absorption measurements, @3–5# and the desirable criti-
cal comparison with theory at the level of detail of partial
photoionization cross sections and photoelectron angular dis-
tribution parameters has remained elusive, despite several
isolated early measurements made with the modest resolu-
tion then available @23–30#. Third-generation synchrotron ra-
diation sources now provide the resolving power and bright-
ness necessary to allow electron emission measurements
which can delineate these properties at the desirable high
resolution.
We have performed a study of the decay of the 1Po
double excitations of helium arising from the ground state
1Se and present here the partial photoionization cross sec-
tions sn and photoelectron angular distributions bn for all
possible final ionic states in the region of the double excita-
tions up to the N55 threshold. This work discusses all the
experimental results in detail; brief accounts of the N52 and
N55 series have been given recently @31,32#.
The resonance series are identified in the N(K ,T) iA nota-
tion of the double excitations, @6,8# where N refers to the
ionization limit of the series, i is the running index of the
Rydberg series, and (K ,T)A represent a set of correlation
quantum numbers. The hydrogenlike final state is referred to
as He1(n), so that the resonant photoionization process may
be described by
He~1s2!1hn!He*N~K ,T ! iA!He1~n !1e2.
In an independent particle picture N and i correspond to
the principal quantum numbers of the inner and the outer
electrons, respectively. Angular correlation between the two
electrons is described by K and T @6#, whereas the radial
correlation is related to the quantum number A511,21, or
0 @8#. In doubly excited states labeled by A511, the two
electrons tend to approach or move away from the nucleus in
phase, whereas in A521 states one electron approaches the
nucleus while the other electron moves away from it ~out-of-
phase radial motion!. States with A50 exhibit little radial
correlation since one of the electrons tends to remain far
away from the nucleus while the other stays close in, show-
ing no obvious phase relationship @9#. A more detailed de-
scription of the meaning of these quantum numbers is given
elsewhere @8,15,22#. The bending vibrational quantum num-
ber z5 12 (N212K2T) describes the radial correlation in
the three-body system in analogy to a triatomic molecule @9#.
The notation A511,21 is replaced in the following by
A51 ,2 , respectively. The 1s2 ground state of helium is
represented by 1(0,0)1 in this scheme.
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The weakest of all possible 2N21 series have been ob-
served only in the case of N52 @4#. This is due to the fact
that the probability of an excitation below a threshold N
rapidly decreases with increasing N . Propensity rules for
photoabsorption have been proposed, DA50, DT51, and
Dz50, which can be qualitatively understood in classical
terms @8,9,12#. According to these rules, the dominant series
excited via dipole transitions from the 1(0,0)1 ground state
should have the quantum numbers T51, A51 , and
K5N22.
In the level scheme in Fig. 1 the first members of the
major series are indicated by the horizontal lines converging
to the various ionization thresholds He1(n). In the case of a
double excitation, the autoionization of this excitation inter-
feres with the direct photoionization process @33#; both path-
ways are shown in Fig. 1 for n52. Their interference in-
duces sharp variations of all partial cross sections and the
photoelectron angular distributions, except for n51, where
bn5152. A measurement of these partial quantities versus
photon energy yields, therefore, a highly differentiated, al-
though not complete, picture of the double-excitation reso-
nances which can be checked against theory at an unprec-
edented level of detail.
As a consequence of the above-mentioned propensity
rules, some evidence of weaker series with N>3 and a
higher bending vibrational number z51 or K5N24 has
been seen only in the latest high-resolution absorption spec-
tra @5# and, apart from excitations to 2(1,0) i2 which were
already observed in the experiment by Madden and Codling,
@1# no evidence for the very weak series members with
A521 has been found thus far. We show in this work that
a measurement of the extremely sensitive angular distribu-
tion parameter reveals the weaker series with K5N24 more
clearly and even allows discernment of members of an
A521 series.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The experiment was performed at the Advanced Light
Source on the undulator beamline 9.0.1, whose design char-
acteristics @34# and performance in emission experiments
have been described before @31#. The storage ring was oper-
ated at 1.5 GeV with 400 mA at injection, and the radiation
from the 8 cm, 55 period undulator was monochromatized by
a spherical grating monochromator ~925 lines/mm! with a
movable exit slit @34#. This setup, with 10 mm entrance and
20 mm exit slits, provides a flux of approximately 1012 pho-
tons per second at a resolving power of up to 10 000 in a
spot size of about 0.131mm2 in the source region of our
electron spectrometer. Our apparatus and procedures are de-
scribed in detail elsewhere @35,36#. Briefly, electrons are de-
tected simultaneously in two spherical sector plate electro-
static analyzers mounted on a rotatable platform
perpendicular to the photon beam. The source volume seen
by the analyzers is roughly 0.33430.9mm3. Since the ana-
lyzers have a small angular acceptance of 2.5(5)° half angle,
no correction of the measured angular distribution was nec-
essary. The number of electrons emitted in the direction of
angle u with respect to the major polarization axis is, in the
dipole approximation, given by
dsn
dV ~u!5
sn
4pS 11 bn4 @113Pcos~2u!# D .
The degree of linear polarization P of the incoming syn-
chrotron radiation was determined to be P50.97(1) at
hn571.3 eV by measuring the known angular distribution of
neon 2s (b52) and 2p @b51.27(5) @37# # photoelectrons at
36 angles. A subsequent scan of the helium 1s photoelectron
angular distribution established a constant polarization over
the undulator peak and in the entire photon energy range
used. We recorded spectra at u50° and 90° with respect to
the polarization direction and, additionally, at the
pseudomagic angle um5 12 cos21(21/3P)555°. At um the
relative partial cross sections sn~rel! were obtained directly,
and the data at u50° and 90° yielded both the photoelectron
angular distribution parameters bn as well as sn~rel!. The
cross sections measured in both ways were virtually identi-
cal. However, the data derived from the angular distribution
measurements have better statistics and are, therefore, dis-
played in this work. Spectra were normalized to the photon
intensity and corrected for background and analyzer trans-
mission. At a constant helium pressure of 1022Pa in the
interaction region, no pressure corrections were needed. In
order to check the consistency of the data and to improve
statistics the spectra were generally repeated, independently
normalized, compared, and averaged.
Photoelectron spectra were collected in two different
modes, as shown in Fig. 2: the traditional photoelectron
spectrometry ~PES! mode, in which spectra are recorded at a
FIG. 1. Energy diagram of continua ~shaded areas! and the first
six discrete levels of the strongest double excitations. Double exci-
tations, in the example displayed 5(3,1)101 ~vertical arrow!, followed
by autoionization of this resonance ~dashed horizontal arrow!, and
direct photoionization ~dotted arrow! both contribute to the photo-
ionization process, shown here for He1(n52) only.
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fixed photon energy while scanning the pass energy of the
analyzers, thus yielding a spectrum of the photoelectron lines
versus binding energy; and the constant-ionic-state ~CIS!
mode, in which spectra are recorded by simultaneously scan-
ning the incident photon energy and the pass energy of the
analyzers so as to always observe electrons which corre-
spond to the same final ionic state, thus yielding the intensity
of a given photoelectron line versus photon energy. Undula-
tor gap and exit slit position were fixed and optimized at a
photon energy near the center point of each CIS scan. Ac-
cording to calculations of the optical performance of the
beamline, @38# a change in the monochromator resolution
due to a fixed exit slit is less than 0.1 meV per eV in the
photon energy ranges used and, hence, could be neglected.
The relative intensities of the photoelectron lines known
from our PES measurements and the relative and absolute
cross sections given by Bizau and Wuilleumier @39# were
used to place the various CIS scans on an absolute scale as
described below in Sec. III A. This procedure allows us to
make a sensitive comparison between experiment and theory
for the absolute sn of each partial channel that can be popu-
lated by the decay of the various resonances. Similarly, the
b curves derived from the CIS scans were matched with the
b data obtained in the PES mode taken directly before and
after each CIS scan. The experimental errors associated with
the average values of the parameters in a CIS scan are there-
fore given essentially by systematic errors of the PES mea-
surements, which are primarily due to errors in the calibra-
tion of the analyzers. These errors might shift the CIS scans
as a whole. However, the relative behavior of the interfer-
ence structure in sn and bn recorded with a CIS measure-
ment is much more accurate and is reflected in the statistical
errors seen from the scatter of the data points within a given
CIS scan.
Since photoelectron spectrometry cannot resolve the nl
sublevels of the hydrogenlike final ionic state, the measured
partial cross sections and photoelectron angular distributions
correspond to sums and weighted sums of the sublevel pa-
rameters, respectively:
sn5(
l
snl , bn5(
l
snlbnl /sn , bnl~ l50 !52.
The electron spectrometers were set to resolve the single
final states n51,2,3,4 of the ion only, and, except for one
high-resolution spectrum at 90.0 eV, could therefore be run
at relatively low resolution, about 250 meV full width at half
maximum ~FWHM! in this work. The resolution of the CIS
scan depends in this case solely on the bandpass of the
monochromator, which was determined to be 12~3! meV for
the N53,4,5 resonances by comparison with absorption data
@3,5# and 6.5(2)meV by a bootstrap method for the reso-
nances below N52 @31#.
The absolute photon energy was adjusted to theoretical
resonance positions @21# in the N55 series, using
2RHe527.20767 eV (RHe is the Rydberg constant for he-
lium! and a double ionization potential of 79.003 44 eV. The
experimental N52 to 5 resonance positions determined by
the corresponding absorption measurement @3,5# are slightly
higher ~overall shift 8 meV).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Relative partial cross sections from PES
This section compares our relative partial cross sections
of the helium satellites at 90.0 eV with the results of other
authors and describes the normalization procedure of our
CIS scans based on measurements of the relative cross sec-
tions at 76.8 eV and 75.5 eV.
A high-resolution PES spectrum of the helium satellites as
recorded with an analyzer bandpass of 70 meV at 90.0 eV at
the pseudomagic angle is shown in Fig. 3. This spectrum
yields, after background subtraction and transmission correc-
tion, the relative intensities of the satellites up to n57. The
photon energy chosen allows a comparison, given in Table I,
with results of other experiments @24,26,39–41#. We note
that the spectral intensities are expected to change but little
in the 90 to 100 eV photon energy interval. Our data are in
very good agreement with the most recently published inten-
sities @41#. The largest disagreement between the various ex-
FIG. 2. Display of a normal photoelectron spectrum ~PES!,
taken at a fixed photon energy versus binding energy, and constant-
ionic-state ~CIS! scan, taken at fixed binding energy versus photon
energy.
FIG. 3. PES spectrum taken at the pseudomagic angle and
hn590.0 eV with an electron spectrometer resolution of about
70 meV. Recording time is 2000 seconds.
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periments occurs for the ratio of n51 and n52, which we
did not measure at 90 eV.
Table II shows the relative intensities measured in the
double-excitation region at 76.80 eV. Resonances in this re-
gion are very narrow and are averaged out even at our small
photon bandpass of 12 meV. These intensities were averaged
with the recommended values of Bizau and Wuilleumier @39#
and then used for normalizing our CIS scans. The broad
bandpass data points in Ref. @39# at 78.0 and 80.0 eV, which
were used for extrapolation of the relative cross section in
Table II, are not affected by resonances either. Therefore
averaging should increase the accuracy of the partial cross
sections presented. The averaged relative values were con-
verted to absolute partial cross sections sn~abs! by normal-
ization to s tot5780(10)kb at this energy as the recom-
mended value, @39# which utilizes the most accurate
measurements of s tot up to 1994.
A second data set used for normalization was recorded at
75.50 eV and is given in Table III. The relative cross sec-
tions recommended in @39# were not used in this region,
since the data for the satellites at 74.0 eV, measured by Bi-
zau and Wuilleumier with a bandpass of about 400 meV,
@39# are affected by the first member of the dominant N54
series. In this case, different bandpasses yield different rela-
tive intensities, and averaging would lower the accuracy of
the data. However, the absolute total cross section around
74.0 eV, s tot5813(10) kb, is not dependent on the bandpass
~see, e.g., Fig. 9! and was used for the normalization of our
relative cross sections.
B. High-resolution CIS scans of sn and bn
1. Overview
In this section we present the high-resolution CIS mea-
surements. Monochromator bandpass and monochromator
step size were generally 12 meV and 2 meV, respectively,
unless otherwise stated explicitly in the text or the figure
captions. Figure 4~a! displays a wide-range scan of the
n52 partial cross section which gives an overview of the
observed resonances below the N53,4, and 5 thresholds.
The major series converging to the different thresholds
are readily identified by comparison with the energy posi-
tions of the first six resonances ~see also Fig. 1! below each
threshold. The dashed frames in the upper panel indicate the
regions of the double-excitation spectrum for which sn and
bn will be presented in the following subsections.
The overview of the b parameter of the n52 satellite in
the lower panel compares the present results with former
broad bandpass experiments. The agreement is generally
very good, except for a slightly higher bn52 value measured
by Zubek et al. @29# ~not shown! at higher energies. In order
to minimize systematic errors, sn52 and bn52 parameters
obtained from the detailed scans with smaller step width
were compared with the results of this overview scan during
the two weeks of the measurements. Since no significant
deviations were seen, all data presented in the following give
a consistent picture of bn .
For N>4, the lowest member of series N overlaps with
higher members of the series N21, leading to interference
effects between the series, which have been recently investi-
gated in absorption @5#. As seen from the resonance positions
in Figs. 1 and 4, the region of overlap of the first member of
the major N56 series with the members i59,10,11,12 of the
N55 series offers the best possibility to investigate this in-
terseries interference. This part of our measurements places
the most exacting demands on both experiment and theory
and has been published separately @32#.
2. N52 resonances
The series terminating on the N52 threshold are well
known from absorption measurements @1,3,4# and we re-TABLE II. Relative and absolute partial photoionization cross
sections sn of helium at 76.8 eV used for normalization of the CIS
scans with respect to the n51 main line.
s~rel! ~in % of n51)
n This work Ref. @39# Average s~abs! ~kb! a
1 100 100 100 694~14!
2 9.5~7! 9.1 9.3~5! 65~3!
3 2.3~3! 1.7 2.0~2! 13.9~14!
4 1.04~10! 1.01 1.03~10! 7.1~7!
aNormalized to s total5780 kb @39#.
TABLE III. Relative and absolute partial photoionization cross
sections sn of helium at 75.5 eV used for normalization of the CIS
scans with respect to the n51 main line.
s~rel!~in % of n51)
n This work s~abs! ~kb! a
1 100 723~15!
2 10.3~9! 75~7!
3 2.05~30! 15~2!
aNormalized to s total5813 kb @39#.
TABLE I. Relative partial photoionization cross sections sn of helium at 90.0 eV with respect to the
n52 satellite.
This work Ref. @39# Ref. @40# Refs. @24,26# Ref. @41#
n ~90.0 eV! ~90.0 eV! ~89.5 eV! ~90.0 eV! ~96.5 eV!
1 1265 1224 1111 1511
2 100 100 100 100 100
3 15.6~9! 19.5 18.5 14.4 15.6
4 5.7~5! 7.0 4.7 5.7
5 2.5~3! 3.5 2.7
6 1.5~2! 2.1 1.5
7 0.8~2! 1.2 0.95
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ported recently the results of an electron emission measure-
ment @31#. To complement our results for the higher series,
we present in Fig. 5 the resonances of the N52 series as
observed in a CIS scan at a bandpass of 6.5 meV. Compari-
son of this scan, taken at u50°, with a scan taken at
u590° yielded bn5152 as required. Both the dominant
2(0,1) i1 and the weak 2(1,0) i2 series can be seen, and a very
good accord with the ion-yield spectrum @3# is noted. How-
ever, no attempt was made to resolve the very weak and
sharp 2(21,1) i1 series observed recently @4#. The effect of
finite resolution of the monochromator is best seen by the
nonvanishing signal at the cross section minima. According
to Fano, @33# in the case of only one available continuum
channel @here He1(1s)1ep# the cross section measured
with infinite resolution should drop to zero in these separated
resonances, indicating complete correlation of resonance and
continuum. As described elsewhere, @31# the analysis of the
i55 to 7 members of the dominant series yields widths G i
and Fano shape parameters qi @33# that are in good agree-
ment with recent theoretical results, @10,17# but slightly
lower than the latest experimental results ~see Table IV!.
From our data we derive a reduced width of
G i(i*)35200(20), where i* is the effective quantum num-
ber.
3. N53 resonances
In the region below the N53 threshold the continuum
channels of the main line, n51, and the first satellite,
n52, are open. The corresponding partial cross sections, de-
rived from the scans taken at u50° and u590°, are dis-
played in the lower two panels of Fig. 6. In order to show
how the profiles of the partial cross sections add up, the total
cross section is also included in the upper panel of this fig-
ure. The dominant Rydberg series 3(1,1)1 is seen in both
partial and the total cross sections up to the members i59 or
10. Whereas the resonances appear in very different shapes
in the continuum channels, the resonance-induced variations
in both channels, which are for the member i54 about 88 kb
in the n51 and 136 kb in the n52 channel, are of the same
order of magnitude. However, the correlation between the
resonances and the continua is much stronger for the n52
channel, because the relative variations are much larger. The
minimum value of the n52 partial cross section is only
8(1)kb, showing that only about 9~2!% of the n52 con-
tinuum is uncorrelated to the resonances.
The experimental data can be compared with two ad-
vanced calculations, one using the hyperspherical close-
FIG. 5. CIS scan of the He1(n51) main line below the N52
threshold ~see also Ref. @31#!. Note the appearance of the weak
2(1,0)2 series.
FIG. 4. ~a! Partial cross section of the n52 final ionic state as
determined from two wide-range high-resolution ~approximately 12
meV! CIS scans, taken with a step width of 20 meV at u50° and
u590°. ~b! bn52 parameter ~solid line! derived from the same
scans. PES measurements of various authors are indicated by the
open symbols: (h) Lindle et al., Ref. @24#; (L) Bizau et al., Ref.
@42#; (n) Schmidt et al., Ref. @43#; (¹) Wehlitz et al., Ref. @44#.
TABLE IV. Width ~in meV! and Fano q parameters of the 2(0,1) i1 resonances i55,6,7 determined using
a bandpass of 6.5~2! meV.
This work Refs. @3,4# Refs. @10,17#
i G ~expt.! q ~expt.! G ~expt.! G ~theory! q ~theory!
5 1.8~3! 22.4~2! 2.5 1.9 a 22.45
6 0.9~2! 22.6~2! 1.5 1.1 b 22.41
7 0.6~2! 22.6~2! 0.9 0.7 b 22.39
aReference @17#.
bReference @10#.
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coupling method @45# ~not shown! and the other a K-matrix
L2 basis-set calculation @11#. Both theories give almost iden-
tical results that are nearly independent of the gauge repre-
sentations of the dipole operator. The theoretical data were
convoluted with the experimental bandpass, which was 35
meV in this instance. Positions, widths, and shapes of the
resonance-induced variations are very well described by both
theories. Even the absolute values of the cross sections are in
very good agreement for n52 and in reasonably good agree-
ment for n51. The difference between theory and experi-
ment for n51 is about 5%, which exceeds the experimental
errors of 2% @39#, and the theoretical errors of 1% @32,45#.
With an estimated experimental uncertainty of 5% for
sn52, the excellent agreement with the theory is somewhat
accidental. The first member i53 of the weaker series
3(1,21) i1 is only seen as a shallow dip in the n52 partial
cross section, whereas the main line n51 and total cross
section are hardly affected.
In sharp contrast, the angular distribution derived from
the same scans of the n52 satellite shows this weak member
very clearly ~Fig. 7!, indicating that differentiation beyond
the level of the partial cross section is very useful for extract-
ing information about the weaker series. Earlier experimental
data @24,29# are included in the figure in order to show their
agreement with our data and the effect of monochromator
resolution, changing from 170 meV @24# to 60 meV @29# and
to 35 meV in our work. The accuracy of this b parameter
scan is given by the systematic error of 60.1, which would
shift the scan as a whole, and by the small statistical error,
obtainable from the scattering of the data points within the
scan.
A comparison of the experimental and theoretical b pa-
rameters from our high-resolution scans ~12 meV!, shown in
Fig. 8, reveals excellent agreement with both of the above-
mentioned calculations. As was the case for the partial cross
sections, both theories @11,45# are identical and only the data
of Moccia and Spizzo @11# are displayed. In order to com-
pare the infinitely resolved theoretical data with the experi-
ment, the b parameter was derived from the theoretical dif-
ferential cross sections convoluted with 12 meV.
Although the relatively big step size of 20 meV within the
scan may have obliterated the very sharp 3(2,0)2 or
3(0,0)2 resonances, @11# the 3(1,1)1 series and the
3(21,1)31 member are now accentuated, with 3(1,1)41
nearly reaching the allowed limits of b . Other members of
the weaker series 3(21,1)1 are not evident in the data, since
their energy positions are very close to the main series
3(1,1)1, leading to an interference between both series @19#.
The small deviation of the theoretical and experimental data
in the minima of the b parameter may be caused by very
small differences between the experimental and theoretical
positions of the interfering series.
FIG. 6. Experimental and convoluted theoretical total and partial
absolute cross sections below the N53 threshold measured with a
photon bandpass of 35 meV. Experiment: open circles; theory:
dashed line, Ref. @11#. The calculation of Ref. @45# coincides with
the one shown.
FIG. 7. Experimental b parameter of the n52 satellite below
the N53 threshold. Data with different resolutions by different
authors are included for comparison. Solid line: this work; squares:
Ref. @24#; dotted line: Ref. @29#.
FIG. 8. Comparison of the experimental b parameter of the
n52 satellite below the N53 threshold at 12 meV resolution ~open
circles! and 20 meV step width with calculations ~dashed line, Ref.
@11#!. Another calculation ~Ref. @45#, not shown! gives the same
result.
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4. N54 resonances
Below the N54 threshold, three different continuum
channels are resolvable. As seen from Fig. 9, the general
observations made in the preceding subsection also hold true
for N54. The major series 4(2,1)1 is interfering with all
available continuum channels, leading to absolute variations
which are roughly the same order of magnitude, 17 kb to 50
kb. However, the shape of the variations is vastly different.
Again, the correlation of the continuum of the highest ex-
cited final ionic state n53 with the discrete resonances of
the major series is the strongest. The minima of the wider
resonances, which are unaffected by the small bandpass, are
about 5~2!% of the whole n53 continuum cross section.
The theoretical data from two sources @18,45# agree very
well regarding positions, widths, and shapes of the reso-
nances. The error in the calculation of Tang and Shimamura
is estimated to be 1%, @45# whereas the error in the data of
Sa´nchez and Martı´n @18# is larger, since their velocity ~not
shown! and length results differ by about 5%. The theoretical
and experimental absolute values of the partial cross section
for n51 and n52 agree also within 5%, slightly exceeding
the combined errors of the experimental and the theoretical
data. The accuracy of the experimental data is 2% for
sn51, 10% for sn52, and 13% for sn53 ~see Table III!. The
resonance-induced excursions for the first two members of
the n53 ionic state are noticeably smaller in the experiment
than in the theory. This discrepancy exceeds the combined
uncertainties of experiment and theory. The weak series
4(0,1)1 is not evident in the partial cross sections; only the
first member i54, a wide feature with little amplitude, may
be discerned in the n53 and n52 partial cross sections.
The weak series can be readily identified in the angular
distributions of both satellites ~see Fig. 10!. The bn53 pa-
rameter clearly exhibits the small dips associated with these
resonances up to member i58. Closer inspection of the ex-
perimental data even allows an assignment of members
4(3,0)52 and 4(1,0)52 @18# belonging to the very weak ‘‘mi-
nus’’ series. These resonances are quasiforbidden to autoion-
ize according to the propensity rules mentioned earlier, but
the very good statistics of the experimental data for the
n53 satellite allow a comparison of experimental and theo-
retical data for this weak member 4(1,0)52 . As can be seen
from Fig. 11, the experimental data in the vicinity of this
weak resonance are very well described by the theory of Ref.
@45#.
An overall offset of theory and experiment of 0.17 units
in both satellites exceeds the systematic experimental errors
(60.1) only by 0.07 units. A uniform shift of one of the data
sets ~here we chose the theoretical curves! reveals a remark-
able agreement in all other regards. All calculated features of
the dominant 4(2,1)1 and the minor 4(0,1)1 series follow
the experiment closely.
5. N55 resonances
The most interesting feature of the region below the
N55 threshold is the interference occurring between the
lowest member 6(4,1)61 of the major series converging to
N56 and higher members of the 5(3,1)1 series below
N55. A strong interference was predicted theoretically @12#
FIG. 9. Experimental and convoluted theoretical total and partial
absolute cross sections below the N54 threshold. Experiment:
open circles; theory: dotted line, Ref. @45#; dashed line, Ref. @18#.
FIG. 10. Comparison of the experimental b parameters of the
n52 and the n53 satellites below the N54 threshold with convo-
luted theoretical results. Experiment: open circles; theory: dotted
line, Ref. @45#. The solid line represents the theoretical curve shifted
by 20.17 units.
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because of the high correlation between series having similar
characteristics ~e.g., z ,A) and was later observed in absorp-
tion @3,5#. The results of emission measurements over the
interference region have been discussed in detail earlier @32#.
For the sake of completeness we show here the most impor-
tant results of that analysis.
Figure 12 shows the experimental partial cross sections
and the total cross section along with the theoretical curves.
The corresponding angular distributions are given in Fig. 13.
The accord between the experiment and the calculation is
very good for the resonance-induced variations and is rea-
sonable for the absolute values of sn . The excellent agree-
ment in the case of n53 and n54 on an absolute scale is
somewhat accidental. The experimental errors in the partial
cross sections are evaluated to be 1.5% ~total! according to,
@39# and 2% (n51), 5% (n52), and 10% (n53,4) accord-
ing to the partitioning described in Sec. III A. The theoretical
cross sections are accurate within 1% @32#. We attribute
some small variances noted in the relative behavior of
sn51 to statistical scattering of the experimental data, intro-
duced by the small relative variation of the partial cross sec-
tion of about 1.5%. These variances are transferred to the
sum, s tot , of all partial cross sections, which vary greatly in
their resonance shapes @32#.
As was the case with the N53 and N54 resonances, the
absolute variation of the sn induced by the resonance states
is of a similar magnitude for all channels n , here 11 to 22 kb,
while the relative variation is smallest for n51 and largest
for n54. Again, the correlation of the different continua
with the resonances is increasing with increasing n .
In analogy to the N53 and N54 resonances, the weaker
series is more clearly seen in the bn parameters displayed in
Fig. 13, although the members i>9 are perturbed by the
interference. The systematic error for the b scans is given by
the accuracy of the data derived from the corresponding pho-
toelectron spectra (60.1), indicated in Fig. 13 by the error
bars. As is the case for sn , the accord between the theoreti-
cal and experimental results is also good for the bn . This
FIG. 11. Detail of the experimental and theoretical bn53 param-
eter from Fig. 10 in the vicinity of a very weak ‘‘minus’’ resonance.
Experiment: open circles; theory: solid line ~Ref. @45#, shifted by
20.17 units!.
FIG. 12. Experimental and convoluted theoretical total and par-
tial absolute cross sections in the region of the N55 resonances.
Experiment: open circles; theory: solid lines, Ref. @32#. The experi-
mental data for n51 and the total cross section are smoothed.
FIG. 13. Experimental and convoluted theoretical b parameters
in the region of the N55 resonances. Experiment: open circles;
theory: solid lines, Ref. @32#. Experimental data for n54 are
smoothed. Solid circles ~this experiment!, square ~Ref. @24#!, and
diamond ~Ref. @46#! represent b values derived from PES measure-
ments. Error bars on the solid circles indicate the systematic errors
(60.1) of this experiment. The dot-dashed lines are interpolated
from data given in Ref. @44#.
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holds true for the amplitudes of the variations, the peak po-
sitions, and the resonance patterns. Differences are generally
within the experimental uncertainties, except for the absolute
magnitudes of the bn , which slightly exceed these uncertain-
ties for n52 and n53.
C. General patterns in sn and bn
The overall behavior of the bn parameters corroborates
previous observations @44,46# and predictions @7# that bn
should decrease with increasing n and approach 21 for high
n and low kinetic energies due to the dynamically unfavored
transitions @7#. Another general trend is the similar magni-
tude of the peak-to-valley variation in the sn induced by the
resonance states below a given threshold N . Table V shows
these variations below the different thresholds, corrected for
the finite bandpass of the experiment. If the variations are
related to the ‘‘average’’ cross sections sn , the relative
variations of the cross sections are seen to increase with in-
creasing n below a given threshold N , reflecting the smaller
continuum contribution at higher n .
The most striking similarity among the various decay
paths emerges when all of the satellite partial cross sections
below the different thresholds N are displayed together. As
shown in Fig. 14, we find virtually the same line profiles for
the decays with DN51 and DN52, where DN5N2n , both
experimentally and theoretically @45#. In the figure, the diag-
onal lines connect decay paths corresponding to DN51
~top!, DN52 ~middle!, and DN53 ~bottom!. For higher
N , patterns are obscured by the influence of interferences
between series, @5# here seen only for the higher members of
N55.
The b parameters, shown in Fig. 15, exhibit the same
similarities along the indicated arrows, and show addition-
ally similarities for the weaker series with K5N24, except
for the 3(21,1)31 resonance.
This overall pattern may be explained by the propensity
rules for autoionization @8,12# and the general similarity of
states with the same set of approximately good quantum
numbers (K ,T)A. According to the propensity rules, @8,12#
the principal decay should proceed mainly through the chan-
nel DN51, DK51, DT50, and DA50. The corresponding
states have the same characteristics, i.e., their wave functions
are concentrated in the same subspace in a hyperspherical
description @8,12#, leading to a large overlap and therefore to
relatively large autoionization matrix elements. The fact that
the similar profiles emerge for all decays with DN51, inde-
pendent of the value of N , suggests that the relationship be-
tween the potential curves in the hyperspherical description
mainly contributing to the DN51 decay is also independent
of N . Under this assumption, the similarities between poten-
tial curves contributing to the decays with DN52,3, . . . fol-
low as a matter of course.
The n51 main line does not match the observed pattern.
According to the interaction rules mentioned above, the
smaller width of the dominant resonances 2(0,1)1 compared
to the resonances with higher N was explained by the lack of
the corresponding 1(21,1)1 in N51 @12#. Similarly, we
deduce that the n51 continuum does not match the above
pattern observed within the satellites because its interaction
with the resonances is very different, i.e., the doubly excited
states cannot decay into the n51 continuum without chang-
ing the approximately good quantum numbers.
The weaker series N(N24,1)1 decays according to the
autoionization rules outlined above mainly through the con-
TABLE V. Absolute peak-to-valley variation of the partial cross
sections sn below the thresholds N53,4,5.
Variation of sn in kb
N n51 n52 n53 n54
3 88~2! 136~5!
4 30~1! 50~2! 17~1!
5 11~1! 22~1! 12~1! 11~1!
FIG. 14. Overview of the experimental partial cross sections
~solid lines! of the n52,3,4 satellites of helium in the region of the
N53,4,5 double-excitation resonances. Individual panels have dif-
ferent y scales. Convoluted theoretical results ~dashed lines, Ref.
@32#! are used in two panels for extension of the curves towards
lower photon energy not covered by the experiment. The diagonal
arrows indicate a possible general pattern of the decay of the reso-
nances ~see text!, corresponding from top to bottom to autoioniza-
tion pathways with DN51, DN52, and DN53, respectively.
FIG. 15. Overview of the experimental b parameters ~solid
lines! of the n52,3,4 satellites of helium in the region of the
N53,4,5 double-excitation resonances. Individual panels have dif-
ferent y scales. Convoluted and shifted theoretical results ~dashed
lines, Ref. @32#! are used in two panels for extension of the curves
towards lower photon energy not covered by the experiment. The
dotted arrows indicate the same general pattern as in Fig. 14 ~see
text!.
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figuration N21(N25,1)1, which is not allowed for
N51,2. Accordingly, the n51 main line and the n52 sat-
ellite should not fit in the decay pattern of this weaker series
exhibited in our data for the n53,4 satellites. The difference
in the appearance of the first member in the b parameter,
which is a symmetric peak in n52 for 3(21,1)31 , but a
symmetric dip in n53,4 for the corresponding 4(0,1)41 and
5(1,1)51 resonances, corroborates the above assumptions. A
difference could also be caused by the above-mentioned ~see
Sec. III B 3! interference with the main series 3(1,1)1 @19#,
but the relatively wide energy separation of the first member
3(21,1)31 from the main series is likely to guarantee an
unperturbed member. Extension of these systematics for
weaker series or higher n could readily be done, but taking
into account the weakness of further series and the small
number of unperturbed series members for higher N @5#, a
proof of the expected systematics by experiment seems to be
unlikely.
In contrast to the above argumentation, the 4(0,1)1 series
in the n52 continuum does match the pattern, i.e., it induces
small dips in the b curve. Furthermore, the patterns for the
weak series K5N24 are the same for decays with DN51
and DN52, in contrast to the behavior of the main reso-
nances with K5N22. This cannot be readily explained in
the manner outlined above. Generally, the decay patterns
show nicely the similarity of states with conservation of
good quantum numbers, although further theoretical investi-
gations are needed to give a detailed explanation of this phe-
nomenon.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we measured the partial photoionization
cross sections and angular distributions of all accessible final
ionic states in helium in the photon energy regime of the
double excitations converging to the N52,3,4, and 5 thresh-
olds. The principal series are clearly delineated in both sn
and bn . Due to the enhanced sensitivity of angular resolved
measurements, the bn show all minor series with K5N24
very clearly, in contrast to measurements of the total absorp-
tion cross section. Furthermore, we were also able to discern
very weak members with A521 in the data of the angular
distribution. Very good agreement between this work and the
most advanced theories was found. Notably, this agreement
extends to the absolute partial and total cross sections. This
holds true especially for the results of the hyperspherical
close-coupling method, which is capable of readily handling
even the higher N series.
A comparison of the sn of the different ionic states below
the different thresholds reveals systematic patterns. These
patterns are similarly exhibited in the bn , for both the domi-
nant K5N22 series and the weaker double excitations with
K5N24. We tentatively propose an extension of the sys-
tematics by use of the correlation rules for the N(K ,T)A
states given in the literature @8,12#, although further theoreti-
cal and experimental work toward understanding these fea-
tures of the doubly excited states will be needed.
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